AT THE BERING STRAIT, less than sixty miles of ocean separates Russia’s Chukchi Peninsula and the northwest coast of Alaska. Each winter, these narrow seas are bridged by ice. The Bering Sea appears to go still beneath its lid of frozen water. But the bergs and slush shelter colonies of hardy algae, and with spring, melt frees their photosynthetic potential, just as newly liquid water churns nutrient-heavy currents to the surface. The resulting bloom of phytoplankton nourishes creatures from minuscule crustaceans to giant crabs, fish from salmon and sole to cod and herring. By summer, the Pacific Flyway brings birds by the millions to feed where whale divorces foreshadow to the surface. Among this riot of life are over 100,000 Odobenus rosmarus divergens, the Pacific walrus.1 Even in summer, enough ice remains to provide refuge for the walrus herds, clogging them close to the seafloor mollusks that bulk their bodies to a ton or more.

A walrus can live as long as forty years. Thus a pup born in the 1870s came of age in a Bering Strait newly divided between the United States and Imperial Russia, and gave birth to her last pups in the years before Lenin came out of exile. Both generations bore half-submerged witness to human revolutions onshore. The United States and Imperial Russia began patrolling the Bering Strait, the First World War came and went, a new Soviet state arrived in Russia, a second world war began and then dwindled to its frigid aftermath. But the walrus were more than witnesses. In Beringia, the herds became the literal fuel of revolutions. As the thin line of sea between Russia and the United States became a hard line separating economic and ideological projects, walrus were ensnared in capitalist and communist attempts to make their visions of the future into present reality.

The walrus’s involvement was a result of Beringian ecology meeting the material
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expectations of modern states. Ecosystems are communities of organisms within an abiotic context, knit together through the movement of energy from primary producers—photosynthetic life—to other living things. The Bering Strait’s Arctic and subarctic ecosystems have a different pattern of primary productivity than temperate regions, where photosynthetic organisms on land and at sea are roughly equal in their capacity to turn sunlight and nutrients into calorie-dense tissue. On Beringian land, snow and icy soils curtail the fixation of solar energy, restricting growth to low plants and lichens. But the seas around the Bering Strait are some of the richest ecosystems in the world. Walrus, through their feeding, concentrate energy originating in phytoplankton in their flesh. Their bodies are roughly 30 percent fat by volume.

American capitalism and Soviet communism were energy-acquisitive economic visions. Born in temperate climates, both systems were reliant on agriculture and industry. Agriculture and industry are, fundamentally, ways of making more calories—be it from corn or from coal—available for human use. Harvesting energy was also both a material practice and critical to American and Soviet understandings of the human past and the laws governing the future. Proponents of both systems saw human distinctiveness in what Marx called the “[s]ubjection of Nature’s forces to man.” Like capitalism’s many theorists, Marx did not usually employ the word “energy,” but each of the revolutions in the Enlightenment teleology from hunting and gathering to farming to fossil-fueled mechanized production was defined by increased energy use. Energy enabled growth in production, and thus buoyed people above dependence on unpredictable nature. Increasing energy use, as the fuel for productive growth, allowed history to change for the better. As a result, the material basis and ideological hopes of capitalist democratic liberty and socialist equality rested on substantial and increasing energy consumption. In both conception and practice, as Dipesh Chakrabarty argues, since the Enlightenment, “[m]ost of our freedoms so far have been energy-intensive.”

In imagining and enabling this caloric harvest, both the United States and the Soviet Union were what Adam Rome calls “environmental management states,” where governing the non-human was as critical to modern state formation as national security and social welfare. In both countries, such management included policies to protect spaces or species, and in some areas to decrease pollution. But environmental management was,

7 On Soviet nature protection, see Douglas R. Weiner, A Little Corner of Freedom: Russian Nature Protection from Stalin to Gorbachev (Berkeley, Calif., 1999). The literature on American conservation is
from Progressive Era laws about coalfields to Soviet industrial farming, also part of each state’s facilitation of growth in energy consumption. In Beringia, where agriculture was impossible and industry was made difficult by the cold, the lack of local fossil fuels, and the difficulty of moving supplies, such growth was a challenge. Walrus were a rare creature able to bring the productivity of the seas within human reach, holding in their calorically dense bodies the possibility of profits in the United States or fulfilled Soviet plans.

Read as a source of biological energy, the Pacific walrus sits at the intersection of two substantive historiographies: those by energy historians and those by historians of environmental management. Examining how the United States and the Soviet Union used walrus for food and industrial fats—small as that contribution was in a national sense—expands energy history away from the tendency to focus on individual fuels, turning instead to animals, and the ecosystems that supported them, as sources of energy.

Pacific walrus also offer a chance to examine energy not derived from fossil fuels as an element of modern environmental management across two different economic systems. Studies of environmental management are increasingly well developed for the United States, and extend to the transnational exchange of experts and practices, including recent work on the U.S. and Canadian Arctic and subarctic. Yet the default environmental management state remains capitalist, as does the market orientation of much energy history. This conceals the fact that for much of the twentieth century, capitalist...
production had an open and viable challenger in the Soviet Union, and later in China. Environmental management has not, in other words, always involved an emphasis on individual liberty, private property, the open use of markets, or debate over the state’s regulatory role.

The Soviet Union provides a particularly rich point of comparison with the United States, in part because it so clearly defined its difference from American—and global—capitalism by how it organized energy consumption, that fundamental mediating relationship between humans and non-humans, while requiring energy-intensive growth to further its ideological commitment to the freedom of radical equality. The promise of comparing U.S. and Soviet environmental management is evident in the few works that do so either implicitly or directly. Jenny Leigh Smith shows that Soviet industrial agriculture was no more preposterous and no more widely condemned than similar attempts in the United States.  

Like Smith’s, Andy Bruno’s comparison of the USSR with the United States is mostly implied, but the environmental damage he chronicles among reindeer herds and nickel mines on the Kola Peninsula came from a shared desire “to extract greater economic value from the natural world by manufacturing evermore products,” showing how capitalism “has neither been the exclusive cause of, nor a good solution to, modern environmental problems.” Kate Brown, the most precise ethnographer of American and Soviet environmental management, documents cities eerily parallel in the two countries’ treatment of nuclear waste, and towns drawn on mirrored grids where “both expanding American corporate power and expanding Soviet party-state power etched an anti-revolutionary conservatism” onto the steppes and plains.

For historians of the twentieth century, a major contribution of these authors is their ability to show capitalism as no more inevitable, stable, or inherently rational than Soviet economic and social life: their comparisons denaturalize the market and assumptions—particularly for Brown—of American exceptionalism. These authors also add to environmental historians’ longstanding attempt to detail nature “speaking back,” in Richard White’s phrase, particularly by documenting state failures, from seeping nuclear waste to altered reindeer migrations to other “non-human actors [that] helped direct change.” Yet what agency nature has is often the result of human provocation, a response to farming, mining, damming, splitting the non-human world to the atom. The same is regularly true of energy histories that detail the consequences of regions “sacrificed to meet the world’s desires for kerosene and lubricants.”


it does so in a conversation usually started by people, retaining for the human a narrative place of independence and an ability to transcend nature.

What follows is an attempt to pull together—and push further—scholarship on energy and environmental management by showing how the United States and the Soviet Union were deeply involved in finding and processing biological calories, and how doing so made them part of an ecological conversation that they did not start so much as join.17 In other words, the need for energy made market growth or planned production inherently metabolic: states function by ensuring flows of energy through their economies and citizens. And no metabolism is self-reliant. Humans, like all living things, are not the original source of the calories they eat and burn. All calories ultimately come from the sun, either through photosynthesis or through the consumption of photosynthetic organisms or the muscles of animals themselves fed by plants; fossil fuels are old photosynthesized carbon concentrated by geological time.18 Accessing energy thus can make governance and the economic practices it supports dependent on local primary production. Modern, growth-oriented states do not just change or provoke nature. They themselves function ecologically, sunk into and thus governed by the distributed agency of entire ecosystems.

In the Bering Strait, where the options for caloric gain were limited, walrus were the contact point, the site of management, between states with their ideals and the ecosystem that fed them. Each state began this management in a gory extravaganza of industrial hunting. But by the end of the 1950s, both had curtailed such killing with laws that allowed only limited walrus consumption. It was a consequence of dynamics that Ryan Tucker Jones observed about the eighteenth-century North Pacific, where the migrations of marine mammals conditioned human lives and political decisions.19 If anything, this is even truer in the twentieth century, with its increased appetite for energy. In pinning hopes of state-making on walrus, both the United States and the Soviet Union became subject to the animals’ rules of being: their migratory routes, choices of food, and ability to learn the dangers of human predation. Most of all, concentrating calories from the Bering Sea is not fast work; walrus have a slow reproductive rate, the females birthing four or five pups in a decade, and take years to mature. Situated in their particular material world, the herds offer a view into how modern governance changes not just in response to internal and international politics, but also through unavoidable entanglements with local ecology. The state of nature conditions the nature of the state.

17 I am here following Timothy Mitchell’s observation of social sciences in the Enlightenment tradition that reduce to the social things that are more than social. Mitchell, Rule of Experts: Egypt, Technopolitics, Modernity (Berkeley, Calif., 2002), 50–51. This is a departure from most energy histories, which as noted above usually focus on particular fossil fuels and the infrastructures of their extraction, rather than thinking of the state per se as needing energy, including energy drawn from ecosystems. Even Timothy Mitchell’s analysis in Carbon Democracy of the ties between oil as a material substance and certain kinds of politics and the role of the state is quite disengaged from ecological context. Jones, Routes of Power, and Andrews, Killing for Coal, come closer to what I hope to do here, in their granular attention to local change, but are less concerned with animals or with states and their ideological preoccupations.


Pacific walrus living in the early decades of the nineteenth century played no role in constituting modern states. More than 200,000 were scattered among Beringia’s ice floes in bellowing, snorting herds. Part of the day they slept on the ice, pups resting on their mothers, with the occasional flipper waving to cool some individual body wedged in the pile of wrinkled flesh. Like other large mammals with few offspring, walrus compensate for the slowness of their breeding with care; they guard their pups from the circling threats of polar bears or orcas or the occasional human, a strategy that for most of walrus history allowed the majority of infants to survive. Keeping a watchful eye out for predators, they alternate between sleeping and diving off the ice to eat. Holding themselves on the seafloor with their tusks, they suck in clams and other small creatures. This act of living does work for the sea, as the diving and feeding stirs up nutrients critical to other organisms. The presence of walrus enriches and expands the ability of energy to move through marine ecosystems, making them more productive.

For Indigenous residents of the Bering Strait—the Chukchi and Yupik in Eurasia and the Yupik and Iñupiat (sing. and adj. Iñupiaq) in Alaska—part of the work walrus did was, and remains, dying. Along with whale and seal fat, walrus blubber filled bellies, and walrus hides became tents, sleds, and boats. The importance of the herds was more than material. In some communities, walrus are part of family ancestries. Stories across the Strait interwove the lives of humans and walrus, the latter often saving the former with gifts of blubber. In return, hunters and their families extended ritual thanks to the herds, treating them as sentient, moral beings.

A walrus-being born in 1870 entered a different world than one born in 1830—a world where not all human hunters observed such rituals. Commercial whaling ships from New England had entered the Bering Strait twenty years before, and spent those two decades killing bowhead whales for their oil. By the 1870s, so many bowheads had died that the fleet turned to walrus blubber to fill their barrels. It took many walrus to substitute for a whale, so crews killed hundreds at a time. A walrus born in those years would have learned to do what it could to avoid the ships; the herds began attacking whalers’ boats and charging hunters across the ice, or diving into the water to escape.


23 On walrus behavior, see David Wilkinson, Whaling in Many Seas, and Cast Adrift in Siberia: With a Description of the Manners, Customs and Heathen Ceremonies of Various (Tchuktches) Tribes of North-Eastern Siberia (London, 1906), 94; William Fish Williams, “The Destruction of the Whaling Fleet in the
But most could not flee the southern edge of the pack ice, where frozen water brought seafloor grazing close to open-air rest. And it was on the ice that walrus were most vulnerable to rifle fire, the sound of gunshots so mimicking cracking ice that the animals did not even know to scatter in fright. By the turn of the twentieth century, over 100,000 had become lamp oil and ivory umbrella handles and buttons and walrus-hide bicycle seats. Thus even when what the market desired was not itself caloric—when it was walrus hide or ivory, not blubber, that fed profits—sating that desire killed walrus and removed energy from the local ecosystem.

The slaughter drained away the source of much Bering Strait life. Indigenous famine followed the commercial hunts, compounding the diseases imported by whaling crews. In some coastal settlements, more than half of the adult population died. Communities moved and merged as refugees from especially affected regions fled, sometimes hundreds of miles. Yupik, Inupiat, and Chukchi knew that the whale ships were the cause of their impoverishment. Some communities exiled Americans from walrus beaches and prohibited Indigenous use of firearms. Others learned English and joined the commercial hunt in exchange for flour and ammunition, or turned to trapping foxes. The two sides of the Bering Strait, long a united ecological space crossed by Indigenous trade and warfare, were now increasingly united by their experience of American maritime commerce, as distant markets filtered away the calories in walrus and replaced them with imported sugar.

The creeping dependency on imported calories and tools was new in Beringia. But the depredations of ecological transformation were familiar to the U.S. government, whose policies had recently helped incite a similar revolution on the Great Plains as the bison grassland ecosystem was hunted away. The question was how to respond to the reports of Indigenous starvation and shrinking walrus herds that began appearing in congressional hearings and national newspapers in the 1880s.

Some missionaries, traders, and officials saw little to mourn. The conversion of raw nature into monetary wealth was the defining action of the capitalist frontier, the core of...
American national advancement. If walrus or any other animal became a source of profit in death, the disappearance was, as one geologist in Alaska wrote, “but an evidence of the progress of civilization.” The ability to satisfy market demand by producing a profit pulled the nation forward. As part of building a universal, progressive human history, walrus deserved no exception; if Native Alaskans disappeared as a consequence, that too was inevitable.

For others, the transformation of walrus blubber and ivory into currency could play a role in a different kind of Indigenous disappearance: the assimilation of Native Alaskans into Americans. After the United States purchased Alaska from Russia in 1867, the legal status of Yupik, Iñupiat, and other Alaska Natives was ambiguous: either they were “uncivilized tribes” analogous to Native Americans, with land claims and legal status requiring federal negotiation and funding, or they were “other ‘inhabitants of the ceded territory,’” who would eventually become citizens. By the 1880s, federal policy was moving toward the “uncivilized tribes” interpretation, making Native Alaskans, to paraphrase Patrick Wolfe, subject to what might be called “elimination by assimilation”: the twinned settler-colonial ideals of eradicating Indigenous difference and sovereignty. In the 1880s, assimilation rested on conversion to Christianity and the national

productive culture; the “natives,” one congressional report on Alaska argued, needed to learn “our ways of labor.”\textsuperscript{32} For the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), missionaries, and not a few ivory traders, this meant profitable engagement with the market.

The need to make Indigenous peoples into modern, productive Americans was particularly acute in Alaska. The territory was part of a settler colony, but without many colonists. In contrast to the Great Plains, or even the arid West, there was little hope that Alaska’s “impassable deserts of snow” would lure agricultural settlers. This lack of caloric potential led one newspaper to conclude that Alaska was “absolutely useless.”\textsuperscript{33} But if “the native” became “useful to the white man by supplying the markets,” wrote one missionary, “he has not only assisted the white man in solving the problem of turning to the use of civilization the vast Territory of Alaska, but he has also solved his own problem,” by transforming into “a self-respecting and industrious citizen.”\textsuperscript{34} Assimilated Yupik and Iñupiat needed to be both settlers and colonized; walrus products, which could be sold for “a great profit,” could help them do so in a land with limited


\textsuperscript{33} “What We Get by the Treaty,” \textit{New-York Tribune}, April 11, 1867.

\textsuperscript{34} Sheldon Jackson to W. T. Harris, January 11, 1904, Interior Department Territorial Papers, Letters Received Relating to the District of Alaska, January 14–December 23, 1904, Record Group [hereafter RG] 48, M-430, roll 10, National Archives and Records Administration Branch, San Francisco, California [hereafter NARA CA].
prospects for generating wealth. For boosters along the northwest coast, killing walrus for commercial sale could redeem Alaskan cultural backwardness and economic barrenness simultaneously.

By the closing decades of the nineteenth century, however, ungoverned commercial demand for walrus hide, blubber, and ivory was clearly causing periodic intense, uncivilized famines along the northwest coastline. As one typical newspaper report argued, “the advent of the white man in Alaska has impoverished the native,” who for years “has been allowed to die for the lack of proper care and food.” Unless the state was to abdicate all responsibility toward Native Alaskans, the absence of walrus threatened to make them dependent on government aid. And “the experience of the Government in feeding the Indians of the West,” Alaska’s superintendent for education, Sheldon Jackson, argued, was not a recommendation for similar action in Alaska, for “if the natives find that they can be relieved by the Government, they will cease to do what they can to help themselves.” Federal dependence was expensive. It also prevented dependents from achieving economic self-sufficiency, which was generally assumed to be critical to political freedom and material well-being. The state’s local representatives valued walrus for sustaining both Indigenous life, in the sense of providing for basic caloric needs, and liberty, in the sense of freedom from the dole. Indigenous independence from the state thus required walrus, but keeping walrus alive required the state.

The walrus had other defenders. The Boone and Crockett Club, a group of conservation-minded elites organized by Theodore Roosevelt in 1887, was particularly invested in protecting game animals and wilderness as a sign of America’s “general intelligence and enlightened love of nature.” With the frontier closed in the continental United States, Alaska was the last place where “primitive conditions approximating those of the whole country when first settled” could endure. Keeping that frontier alive—literally, in the case of animal species—led Boone and Crockett members to support the 1902 Alaska Game Act. Charismatic animals like the walrus were codified as game, and game in the Boone and Crockett ideal could be killed for sport primarily, for food secondarily, but for profit never.

The Game Act was in many ways a typical piece of legislation by early conservationists, who were appalled by the excesses of an unrestricted market. But it was also
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operating in an environment very unlike that in the contiguous United States. Alaskan planners often compared walrus to bison, but bison could be replaced with settler agriculture, and agriculture could, in theory, assimilate Native populations, while sport hunters could be restricted to game preserves with bag limits. The walrus had no domestic analogue to aid assimilation or to replace kills for profit and food. Alaska was stuck outside the teleology leading from hunting and gathering to agriculture—there would be no energy transition to amber waves of grain—so any profits were important.

The Game Act had to temper the market without causing a massive caloric deficit in Yupik and Inupiaq communities. So the act made the sale of walrus ivory, skins, and blubber illegal, but allowed Indigenous subsistence hunting along with a limited number of trophy permits. All hunting was restricted to September and October. No person, no matter how hungry or in need, could kill more than two walrus in a year. Walrus, valuable as a rare source of energy on the coast, could not be assessed in monetary terms.

Not everyone was satisfied with this federal attempt to manage walrus, seeing it as an impediment to assimilation, as Indigenous hunters suddenly had little or no entry

---

41 In this respect, Alaska added challenges to the dynamics Samuel Hays discussed in Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency, although the policies and many of the actors present in Alaska were the same as in the contiguous United States. The policies adopted by the federal government, in trying to both assist and restrict access to commercial opportunity by turns, are similar to those discussed by Joshua L. Reid in The Sea Is My Country: The Maritime World of the Makahs (New Haven, Conn., 2015). That conservation and assimilation were sometimes at odds appears also in Karl Jacoby, Crimes against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, Thieves, and the Hidden History of American Conservation (Berkeley, Calif., 2001), particularly the final chapters; and Theodore Catton’s Inhabited Wilderness: Indians, Eskimos, and National Parks in Alaska (Albuquerque, N.Mex., 1997).
into the once-thriving walrus trade. And while the Game Act should have been good news for the walrus—a chance to breed and feed in peace on the near-shore ice—it was a national law protecting an international animal. In Chukotka, Imperial Russia’s few local bureaucrats also worried about Indigenous starvation, and called for further regulation of international hunting. Missionaries and biologists in the U.S. agreed. In 1914, the deputy commissioner of fisheries noted that since walrus “go to sea on the ice floes, real protection would be accomplished only in an international agreement.” He anticipated that talks with Russia would start soon.

Tsar Nicholas II, however, had more pressing concerns than walrus internationalism. Preoccupied with a war with Japan in 1905 and ongoing rumors of revolutionary agitation, he failed to formalize even imperial legal protections for the walrus. Russian navy ships patrolled Chukotka sporadically, but the territory was effectively ungoverned. Thus American vessels sailed out of U.S. territorial waters to kill walrus on international or Russian ice, selling the hides and ivory in Seattle and San Francisco. During the First World War, the United States bought some of the hides, to be used in buffering munitions, from commercial hunters working beyond the territorial limit of the Game Act. Olaf Swenson, one of those hunters, described how “the American government wanted us to carry on [killing walrus] because they were using these oils in the manufacture of explosives.”

Bureaucrats on both sides of the Strait thus recognized by 1914 that state goals, from assimilation to basic sovereignty, were threatened by the absence of walrus calories. They also saw a solution to these national problems in international legislation. But with the exigencies of world war commanding attention, none could be spared to manage the walrus herds.

If the walrus born in 1870 survived into the First World War, she gave birth to her last pup around the end of the conflict. That baby, pink and creased, learned to swim in waters good for her species. What gave the walrus room to breathe and breed unmolested in Russian waters was not international or even imperial regulation, but decreased market demand and political stability. In 1919, American traders in Chukotka began hearing rumors of socialists coming north. Four years later, the Bolsheviks finally took control of the peninsula. “We tried to carry on,” Swenson wrote, “but the revolution . . . was constantly getting in our way.”


43 Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii arkhiv Dal’nego Vostoka (Russian State Historical Archive of the Far East), Vladivostok [hereafter RGIA DV], f. 702, op. 1, d. 275, l. 20. The U.S. and Russia successfully negotiated fur seal protections in the early twentieth century, but did not manage to create a similar treaty for walrus.
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By the time Bolshevik “missionaries of the new culture and the new Soviet state” arrived in Chukotka, the Russian Revolution was five years old. This was no small task. Any good Bolshevik missionary had learned from Marx, as interpreted by Lenin, that the Yupik and Chukchi were benighted twice: first because history had not advanced them from primitive hunting to feudalism to the capitalistic mode of production, thus paving the way for socialism; and second because American capitalists had pillaged the base of the economy. The result, as G. G. Rudikh, one of the first Soviets to arrive on the coast, recalled, was that “the usual food was the meat of seals, walrus, whales—often raw. It was blatantly unsanitary . . . and [people were] hungry.” Another Bolshevik described Chukotka as a communist territory at risk of having no communist people. Without “proper organization of supplies and other measures” to ensure food production, the Soviets would be unable to “maintain the border [krai].” Caloric sovereignty was a necessary ingredient of Soviet civilization.

The theoretical path to plenty was clear: Marxist economic reorganization. This meant exiling capitalist traders, then collectivizing production, as collectives were the way “to liberate the toiling native masses from backward economic forms” like hunting and gathering and dependency on American trade, and bring economic and cultural life “to a higher level.” The fundamental promise of collectivization was a material base sufficient to fuel “transformation . . . in social consciousness and psychology.” Proper organization of the economy would allow the Chukchi and Yupik to produce more, increased production would liberate them from the capriciousness of nature in the Arctic, and nature transformed into material plenty would convert unconscious people into conscious socialists. Human history would supplant the constraints of natural history.

In the 1920s, however, the grip of natural history on Chukotka and its people seemed, to the newly arrived Soviets, too strong to allow rapid transformation. Instead, a slow revolution was planned by the Committee of the North, the group of ethnographers and other academics tasked with Arctic development. They began by organizing arately, small workshops that made traditional manufacturing communal. In time, these could become kolkhozy or collective farms, where members owned the increasingly industrial means of production, before being converted to sovkhozy, where the state owned the means and products. Regardless of the form, the goal was more production, and no ecological space was exempted from producing. “Collectivization in the North,” one committee member wrote, would “fully increase the productivity of the indigenous economy.”

While Committee of the North members came to Chukotka certain of their collectivization
ized ends, they were challenged by northern means. Learning to travel by dogsled, communicate in Yupik or Chukchi, find shelter, and prepare local foods left little time for explaining Marx. Many Bolsheviks left after a single frustrating year. And there was the question of what could possibly be collectivized on an icy, wind-torn coast where agriculture was impossible and industry was a distant prospect. But as ethnographers surveyed Yupik and Chukchi villages, counting every reindeer killed and whale harpooned, they concluded that along the coast, walrus could supply “up to 500 kilos” of blubber each. “This colossal supply of fat” was being “used totally unproductively in our current moment” but “could be used for industrial purposes. Specialists calculate that establishing handicraft manufacture among the local population presents no difficulties.” Walrus, with their copious blubber, could support the local collective economy. Making the communist future in Chukotka required maximizing the barrels of oil rolled off the ice.

Initially, however, the herds bellowing and breeding offshore were protected from these Soviet designs. Organizing the hunt was the Committee of the North’s assignment, as its members had little knowledge of sea ice or walrus. Conducting the communist hunt was rightfully the task of new Yupik and Chukchi believers in the Soviet way of production. However, finding people to convert into socialists proved as difficult as finding nature to convert into a surplus. The lack of Indigenous interest was as much material as ideological. In the 1920s, the vision of Marxism that stumbled through language and cultural barriers into Chukchi and Yupik villages did not signal a radical or objectionable change to local life. The central Soviet proposition was to collectivize hunts that were already collective by tradition. But for the Chukchi and Yupik, the new state also offered few tangible benefits for attending Soviet meetings or providing tallies of walrus killed to the local Soviet leadership. Yupik and Chukchi hunters wanted guns, ammunition, flour, alcohol, sugar, wooden boats, metal tools, and tea—all previously supplied by American traders. And at first, the Soviets had none to offer. In 1925, the president of the local revolutionary committee wrote to Moscow frustrated by “the absence of ammunition, without which there is little to keep [the native people] from starving.”

In the 1930s, the answer from Vladivostok and points west started to be yes. Soviet control over the means of survival—the newly arrived motors, guns, and ammunition—was an excellent tool for recruiting kolkhoz members. Once a hunter joined a collective farm, the shift to state-mandated annual hunting targets and plans for catch distribution was not an unbearable intrusion into community life. The coastline saw none of the open violence that met collectivization among tundra reindeer herders just a few miles inland and among peasants across the country. A few Yupik and Chukchi men and women were charged with practicing shamanism, since the Soviets were ideologically

54 GARF, f. 3977, op. 1, d. 11, l. 40.
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committed to replacing spiritual belief with communist rationality, and traditional leadership with party fealty. Rituals meant to honor and appease walrus souls went underground. Parents kept traditions from the eyes of their children, some of whom became devoted communists.58 By the late 1930s, virtually all of the villages along the Chukotka coast had organized their economic life along Soviet lines.

As the Yupik and coastal Chukchi moved into collectives, the state mission for the collectives went from gradual improvement to radical transformation. The new urgency came from Moscow. Joseph Stalin, now the leader of the USSR, called for cultural revolution—a rapid conversion of all peasant and nomadic economies into collectives, and all peasant and nomadic customs into scientific, rational, communist norms. In Chukotka, as one Committee of the North member wrote, there was no longer space for people who, “because of their extreme backwardness, cannot keep up either economically or culturally with the breakneck speed of the emerging socialist society.”59 Plans for gradual progress were abandoned in the era of Stalin’s Five-Year Plans, because of the necessity of keeping up.

Keeping up meant producing more. Neither Marx nor Lenin offered a precise description of what real existing socialism would look like. As peasants, factory workers, and walrus collectives alike scrambled to prove their commitment, ever-expanding annual production became a concrete, quantifiable way to indicate progress. Walrus harvests were no exception. Through the 1920s, collectives killed fewer than 1,500 walrus per year on average.60 By the mid-1930s, local leaders and national planners alike were underwhelmed. Party meetings devoted endless minutes to plotting how to increase, standardize, and routinize walrus oil production. A typical report noted that kolkhozy needed to “streamline and strengthen the fisheries’ ability to harvest raw materials . . . especially with powerful motors.”61 Two small ships, the Temp and the Nazhim, began hunting walrus at sea in 1934 to assist shore-based collective brigades. The goal was efficiency; one party official worried that “60% of sea animals killed—seal, bearded seal, walrus—remain in the sea, especially in spring and summer,” when they were hunted from open boats, which wasted useful fat and needlessly killed animals.62 Traditional methods of processing left walrus unbutchered, reducing “the quality of the products (hides and meat).”63 What blubber was salvaged often went for dog food, which diverted fat from use in more sophisticated, mechanical “technological applications.”64 Even walrus were called upon to lubricate the Stalinist drive to industrialize.

By the late 1930s, new equipment and new commitment made progress toward communism appear to be a numerical fact. Collectives did not just meet their annual targets,
they exceeded them. In their open boats, Chukchi and Yupik brigades became heroes of socialist labor. Onshore, communism appeared in other ways: schools opened along the coastline, filled with students who, as one early pupil recalled, initially “didn’t understand a word” of Russian but learned to read in old traders’ cabins with “nothing more than a blackboard.”

65 Party members discussed the need for hospitals, apartment blocks, and electricity. Marxist study replaced public hunting rituals. But at the base of all this giddy change, for the communist missionaries and perhaps for their converts, was the capacity to “hunt, slaughter, and process marine mammals, and render fat.”

66 Over 5,000 animals were killed in 1935 by kolkhoz members hunting from shore, and nearly 1,500 more at sea. By 1938, the catch grew to more than 8,000 walrus, a number not seen since the commercial hunts of the nineteenth century. If production signaled progress toward utopia, the missionaries of the revolution had, it seemed, remade the world on their terms. Each new gallon of fat made it evident—irrefutable, even—that communist history was escaping the dictates of nature.


66 RGIA DV, f. R-2413, op. 4, d. 974, l. 87.


By the middle of the 1930s, the walrus born on the eve of the Russian Revolution was bringing her own small contribution of calves into the world. When migrating through Soviet waters, she and her progeny faced the dangers of the collective hunts. As they had with capitalist threats, this new generation of walrus learned to flee boats and the smell of gunpowder. Soviet biologist P. G. Nikulin described how “the whole mass of the herd” on the beach at Inchon fled toward the water “when hunters approached them,” and on the Nazhim he saw females and their calves swim away from the sea ice “when the first shot was fired.”69 Planners noted that carcasses left on beaches “partially deterred walrus” from returning.70 But in the 1930s, even a clever and fast cow could not shield every pup. To feed and breathe, the herds had to stay close to the edge of the sea ice or onshore near beds of clams, where they were vulnerable to becoming a bloody trail on the ice and a bloodless statistic in a kolkhoz account book.

In the Soviet Union, the value of a walrus was clear: when it was dead, it could be counted toward making communism. In the United States during the 1930s and 1940s, how states and markets should manage walrus was a more open question. Where the Soviet Union expected the plan’s numerical goals to keep increasing, marking the upward material climb toward utopia, many BIA bureaucrats and local teachers were struggling with how to make the metabolic ideas imported from temperate places and industry work in Beringia. The BIA saw the ability to make a profit in the market as a prerequisite for individual progress. Profit allowed for personal material security and liberty, and enabled people to contribute to thriving national abundance by providing things needed and desired by a growing nation. But the options for making profits remained as limited for Yupik and Iñupiat in the 1930s as they had been for the previous fifty years: there was trapping, plus some reindeer-herding or mining work, and there were walrus tusks—only a few hours of butchering away from cash.

Legally, however, hunters could sell the tusks only of animals they killed for food, and they could do so only in years when the federal bureaucrats did not ban ivory exports from the Alaska Territory altogether. The government valued the energy in walrus bodies for its sovereign and fiscal utility: the calories that kept the Native soul and body together without federal subsidies. “To take away their walrus,” one report noted, “would require placing them on a dole.”71 In managing walrus energy in order to ensure its continued presence, federal law was curtailing most hope for profits. But death and its products were open to interpretation: Who could say whether or not a piece of ivory came from a subsistence kill? The Coast Guard lacked the personnel to certify that every animal was eaten. So along unpatrolled stretches of the shore, hunters ignored the Game Law. A small, partly illicit trade turned Native-harvested ivory into profit throughout the 1920s and 1930s, allowing families to buy necessities—the rifles, ammunition, and motorboats that had become critical to the hunt.72

Thus some people subverted the Game Law out of practicality. For others, dissent

69 GARF, f. A-310, op. 18, d. 191, l. 10.
70 GARF, f. A-310, op. 18, d. 329, l. 51.
71 F. A. Zeusler to Claude Hirst, August 19, 1936, Alaska Reindeer Service Administrative Correspondence, 1934–1953, RG 75, National Archives and Records Administration branch, Anchorage, Alaska [hereafter NARA AK]. (This branch has since closed, and the records were relocated to Seattle.)
72 Statement of John Buckland, October 9, 1914, Reports and Related Records, 1869–1937, RG 22, Entry 91, NARA MD; Statement of Ira Rank, October 31, 1928, Reports and Related Records, 1869–1937, RG 22, Entry 91, NARA MD.
was ideological. There was not a robust federal presence along the Alaska coast, but a small number of traders, teachers, missionaries, and bureaucrats tended to stores, schools, and sovereignty. Many valued how walrus connected the Yupik and Inupiat with the market. Much as blubber helped make Yupik and Chukchi part of the communist project, walrus could inspire Native Alaskan participation in the national capitalist rites of commerce. The BIA in particular wanted to make Natives into capitalist citizens. Self-sufficiency through the production of commercial profit was critical to both. Without access to some facet of economic growth, Alaska’s northwest coast might never enter the flow of American progress. One teacher reported that he could justify “the killing of large numbers of walrus because they form a large part of the livelihood of these peoples.”

Benedict Lafontaine, a Catholic missionary, wrote that “were it not for [the ivory] all the King Islanders would have to be put on relief. The seals give them their food and fuel, and the walrus give them their clothes and ammunition and outboard motors etc. etc.” In this view, strict conservation risked starving the Yupik and Inupiat both physically and politically, preventing them from being independent Americans.

By the 1930s, the need for walrus commerce was creeping into policy. In 1936, the Indian Reorganization Act, which brought New Deal programs to the BIA, was extended north with the Alaska Reorganization Act (ARA). Along with ARA initiatives to foster self-government and bring services to remote areas, another New Deal program, the Indian Arts and Crafts Board (IACB), began operation in Alaska. Tasked with connecting Indigenous ivory-carvers and other artisans with consumers outside Alaska, the IACB was able to sell “very high quality” carved ivory “at prices which we first doubted would be received,” one letter to King Island’s store reported, especially statues “of the bear scenes” or dogs, which “are always in demand.” The raw material in these carvings was supposed to come from subsistence kills. But the ability to turn a bear-hunting scene into credit at the local BIA store reinforced the value of ivory as separate from the need for walrus blubber and meat. By 1945, sales of carved tusks from Alaska had climbed from $30,000 in the early 1940s to about $100,000.

The federal agencies in charge of surveying the walrus herds—the Bureau of Biological Survey and later the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)—responded with alarm. “The Indian Service,” one report noted, “has been endeavoring to stimulate natives to carry on their old crafts more extensively”; the result “has increased the killing of these great animals over that which took place when the natives killed for meat and skins, with ivory more or less a secondary consideration.” The historical experience of market hunting and contemporary ignorance abetted these concerns. While the Soviet Union tallied every walrus killed and the disposition of its parts into blubber, hide, and tusks, the U.S. kept no such records. Some bureaucrats assumed “the propensity of the Eskimo to shoot at anything he sees.” In the 1930s and 1940s, reports of headless walruses to Claude Hirst, September 17, 1936, Alaska Reindeer Service Administrative Correspondence, 1934–1953, RG 75, NARA AK.
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rus found along the coast prompted “investigations of the killing of walrus apparently for the ivory tusks only,” wasting the energy and future of the herds.79

The results were far from conclusive. Privately, Native hunters learned from their parents to kill with prudence and respect; an excessive hunt would send surviving walrus “to their own kind to report on how they had been treated,” and the herds would abandon people altogether.80 To their government questioners, Yupik and Iñupiat denied killing more walrus than they needed. But the definition of need varied. The Yupik of Gambell, on St. Lawrence Island, passed a local ordinance to limit their kills, while one teacher reported that “natives from King Island and Diomede” seemed “rather boastful” about large harvests of ivory that let “tons and tons of meat go to waste.”81 Alaska’s assistant superintendent for education disagreed. “Eskimos do not promiscuously kill walrus, or any other Arctic animal,” he wrote. “They hunt for food and the ivory is only incidental.”82

In the 1940s, this concern and confusion intensified. With the bombing of Pearl Harbor and Japanese landfall in the Aleutian Islands, military personnel filled remote villages. The market “for both carved and uncarved ivory” surged, “and thus stimulated the harvest of walruses.”83 The federal government remained uncertain whether this development was a boon or a tragedy, as world war gave way to cold war, which only increased the need for good capitalist citizens on the margin of American territory. J. Edgar Hoover worried about the loyalty of Bering Strait residents.84 Ideological fealty of the few people able and willing to live along America’s closest border with Russia took on new urgency.

Thus walrus herds were a potential solution to the twinned missions on the capitalist frontier. American progress turned on selling the surplus manufactured by personal labor for profits—profits that freed individuals from outside influence and thus allowed them to fully participate in democratic politics. It was the open presence of markets and the minimal presence of the state that distinguished capitalists from communists. Walrus were the raw stuff of such freedom, a source of value in a place that did not surrender much to commerce. Better, they surrendered that value best to people who the state believed most needed the civilizing influence of market participation. Selling ivory was a critical part of rolling back Indigenous otherness. This was an argument for unrestrained hunting, for letting the perceived wisdom of the market lead Yupik and Iñupiaq villages to a better life.

Yet the habits of walrus made this difficult. They breed slowly, taking years to siphon enough energy from the Bering Sea to reach maturity. This energy in turn had a role
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83 Henry G. Ramsey to C. W. Hawksworth, February 27, 1939, Alaska Reindeer Service Administrative Correspondence, 1934–1953, RG 75, NARA AK.
not just as an abstract commodity, but as immediate, necessary calories for human consumption. Many remote Native villages were “so dependent on the walrus for food . . .,” one biologist wrote, “that they probably could not exist without this resource unless substantial government assistance were provided.” Since no citizen in beggar’s bondage to the state could be free, avoiding the federal dole was critical ideologically. It was also fiscally prudent. Thus, independent Yupik and Iñupiat needed walrus for food. Killing walrus for food, by the middle of the twentieth century, required money. Money meant selling walrus ivory. Too much walrus ivory sold meant not enough walrus to eat. In the 1950s, as in the 1930s, as in the 1910s, the state struggled to articulate a relationship with animals that balanced energy for food and energy—or ivory—for profit. Walrus were both the basis of personal freedom through market participation and the cause—if hunted again to rarity—of unfree federal dependence. The herds and their killers had to be both of the market and outside it.

In 1941, Congress attempted to resolve this tension by replacing the Game Law with the Walrus Act. The new legislation retained the Natives-only restriction on walrus hunting, but walrus were no longer considered to be game; instead they existed in a middle place between full participation in and full exclusion from commercial valuation. While selling raw ivory was illegal, carved ivory could enter the marketplace. Later amendments allowed Yupik and Iñupiaq hunters to sell hides as well, but never fat or meat: walrus calories were not for the market, only walrus byproducts. It was a legal innovation meant to privilege both particular uses and particular users of walrus, and thereby limit the possible appetite for their fatty bodies.

Not all observers were comfortable with making an exception for the herds or their hunters. “Are we giving the natives the fairest chance to improve their social and civil status by denying them the obligations inherent in citizenship?” biologist James Brooks wondered, arguing that the walrus legislation created “racial classes” without solving the underlying economic conditions that provoked hunting for cash and the “waste [of] tons of valuable meat and oil.” But the compromise between the universal aspiration of democratic capitalism to include all citizens in profitable production and the constraints of walrus life remained the law. It was an admission that faith in supply and demand had not, historically, worked in Arctic waters. The market asked more than the ocean could give, leaving caloric absence instead of growth. To curtail the energy extracted from northern seas, Yupik and Iñupiat were made different in order to participate in the civic and economic sameness of commerce.

Over the course of a year, an adult walrus and her cubs move with the ice: north through the Bering Strait in summer, back south with the advancing pack ice in winter. Their course follows currents and winds, and places for rich feeding, with no consciousness of human borders. By the middle of the twentieth century, walrus migrated through the uneven geography of risk that Soviet and American policy drew onto the Bering

---

86 The legislation was amended in 1956 to give the BIA and FWS additional control over hunting quotas and enforcement.
Sea. In any given year, they passed from the comparative safety of capitalist waters, where killing walrus was a limited privilege, into communist space, where the Motherland needed every kind of body.

The communist need for energy was particularly acute after 1941. Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet Union left, as the commander of the Soviet whaling fleet N. A. Egorov described it, “an insufficient supply of fat in the country.”\(^\text{88}\) Calories were at a premium, for fuels and for food. Egorov’s solution was to increase the marine mammal kill. It was not an easy plan to realize. By the onset of the war, the Chukotkan walrus harvest was in decline from its 1938 high. Hunters managed to kill only about 4,500 animals in 1940, and almost a thousand fewer the following year.\(^\text{89}\) In 1942, kolkhozy in Chukotka harvested less than half the number of walrus dictated by the plan.\(^\text{90}\) Kolkhoz managers did not ascribe this to overharvesting, blaming instead motors that were “not designed for continuous operation with a heavy load” or that had been exposed to “rain and damp, not to mention the storms that happen so frequently in the northeastern sea.”\(^\text{91}\) Other reports complained about faulty or insufficient ammunition, boats so old they had been purchased from American traders in the prior century, or outdated methods of rendering blubber. While Moscow mulled over what equipment to send north, hunting brigades continued to go out to the ice—rarely satisfying the directives of their kolkhoz plans, but always with the expectation that they could.

The idea that technological backwardness was impeding the inevitable walrus-fueled future only intensified after the war. In the early 1950s, especially after the death of Stalin, the Arctic became subject to economic and social reforms meant to integrate the cold periphery into the Soviet body politic. Nikita Khrushchev closed most of the Gulag, the Stalinist method of peopling much of the Far North, and enticed settlers from southern Russia with high salaries. Economic production was also reorganized. Small kolkhozy merged into larger, and in communist terms more advanced, sovkhozy, where the state, rather than the local collective, was the final owner of all infrastructure and production. Chukotkan collectives contracted from forty-six farms to twenty-six in the 1950s. Some of these villages were likely closed to make the border less permeable.\(^\text{92}\) All along the coast, Yupik and Chukchi were uprooted and moved to new villages, sometimes several times in the course of a decade.

The reason for the ukreplenie (consolidation) was to further the advance of communism, and with it to increase production. Among Chukotka’s walrus brigades, the language of Khrushchev’s economic reforms borrowed from industrial factory work, with awards given to hunters who applied “Stakhanovite work practices by exceeding the annual production plans.”\(^\text{93}\) Some Yupik and Chukchi hunted from shore with new motors and harpoons and metal boats, launching from the new and unfamiliar shorelines of new and unfamiliar villages. Other coastal people no longer hunted at all. A new pelagic
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vessel killed walrus by the hundreds, the mostly non-Native crews hauling blubber to mechanized rendering facilities staffed by former Yupik and Chukchi hunters.94 The results left Indigenous Chukotkans feeling, as Vladimir Tagitutkak recalled, that “nothing was as it should be” because “I didn’t hunt anymore.”95 But for the Soviet state, concerned with raw production, not raw feelings, the post-Stalin policies substantiated the logic of socialism: the early 1950s saw a surge in the number of walrus killed. Over 5,000 animals were harvested by ships and collectives in 1955 alone.96

As the second decade of intensive Soviet harvests passed into the early years of a third, the Bering Strait walrus were in precipitous decline. By the mid-1950s, Soviet blubber production had likely cut the herd in half.97 While American scientists fretted over their incomplete catch statistics, blamed Native Alaskan hunters for killing too many walrus, and worried about the lack of information about walrus migration through international waters and the “probably substantial hunting pressure” on the Soviet side of the border, Soviet marine biologists knew both the extent and the cause of the decline.98 They had begun observing Chukotka’s walrus in the 1930s, and they had
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thorough catch records; the count of dead walrus, like the count of anything else associated with production, was documented in kolkhoz records. As early as 1939, biologists had warned that the “weak rate of reproduction” by female walrus meant that “intensive fishing may lead to rapid depletion of the herd.”\textsuperscript{99} Almost two decades later, hunters found fewer walrus on the sea ice. Habitual beaches were empty, because of either low numbers or the animals’ learned fear of the brigades; “out of 33 former coastal concentrations on the Chukotsk Peninsula only 3 were [still populated] in 1954.”\textsuperscript{100}

Walrus had stopped doing their part to fulfill the promise that socialist production would continue to grow. It was an uneasy position ideologically. Marx had promised utopia when humans bent the non-human world to serve human needs. Soviet practice conflated increased production with serving people, whether the products were needed or not.\textsuperscript{101} Falling productivity signaled communist retreat.

Yet, by the mid-1950s, even as walrus kill totals increased with the use of postwar equipment, the Soviet Union began to actively consider changing its walrus management. A thaw in international communication helped boost the growing concerns of local hunters and biologists to the status of a federal managerial issue. In 1954, a year after Stalin’s death eased restrictions on Soviet scientists’ travel, a delegation went to the annual meeting of the International Union for the Protection of Nature (IUPN). For American biologists, still hoping that a treaty would “protect the perpetuation of [the walrus] resource,” the meeting was a chance to advocate for a complete census of the herd and more basic research.\textsuperscript{102} For the Soviets, it showed that concern about Arctic species was global, and perhaps even worse in parts of the capitalist Arctic, making conservation an issue of “high urgency and not just internal, but international, importance.”\textsuperscript{103} Walrus conservation offered a chance to make the USSR a world leader in “a matter of economic and scientific concern.”\textsuperscript{104}

Thus, while socialism generally meant more production, it could also mean comparatively smarter production. The IUPN report showed that “capitalist and colonial countries” had experienced “the profound and irreversible depletion of natural resources . . . before they realized the need for conservation. The Soviet Union cannot and should not
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repeat this path.” To achieve this, “the indiscriminate hunting and unjustified destruction of valuable fauna by the employees of polar expeditions, research stations, and residents of industrial settlements” would have to cease.

But walrus, and a select group of other wildlife, were an exception in the Soviet 1950s and 1960s. Khrushchev’s reforms in particular came with intensified impact on both agricultural land and industrial space across the Soviet Union. When Yupik hunters and marine biologists recommended restraint, they hardly represented a movement. Nor was it simply the power of transnational scientific communication: connections with foreign experts did not allow Soviet cetacean biologists to press their case for reduced whale harvests. But whereas whales could be—and mostly were—killed in the ocean far from Soviet waters and citizens, walrus were international animals that brought their energy to national shores. And on those shores, the results of ever-expanding Five-Year Plans risked undercutting caloric sovereignty. The state metabolism was stuttering, as “the significant reduction in the number of walrus,” the Academy of Sciences reported to the Council of Soviets, was having “a very painful impact on the condition of the local indigenous population of the Chukchi and Eskimo, for whom walrus hunting provides necessary food and household items.” As in the United States, the Soviet options in the absence of walrus were subsidies or regression to the sort of dire poverty that the socialist state had defined itself by eliminating. If Soviet civilization required keeping Chukchi and Yupik villagers fed, if keeping them fed required walrus, and if walrus reproduced slowly, then Soviet civilization in Chukotka rested on a curbed appetite for blubber. The role of the state became setting rather than transcending limits.

In 1956, at the urging of the Academy of Sciences, the Soviet ministers of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic, the largest of the USSR’s constituent polities and generally the leader in legislation, passed a decree prohibiting industrial pelagic hunting. On land, only Yupik and Chukchi kolhozy could kill walrus, and only for subsistence purposes. The purchase of fat, hide, and raw ivory by other organizations was prohibited, as was killing nursing females. It was a successful piece of Soviet environmental legislation, both enforced and effective. By the 1960s, only about a thousand walrus were being killed per year, and only by Indigenous hunters. At the end of that
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decade, Soviet biologists could report that such “scientifically based . . . rational utilization of animals is indeed the most important way of conserving them.” On the shores of the Bering Sea, capitalist and communist environmental management states had evolved to resemble each other: the place of walrus in the Soviet Union mirrored, in everything but its rhetorical scaffold, the place of walrus in the United States.

It took two forty-year walrus lifespans for the great ideologies of the twentieth century—the capitalist and communist visions of progress—to converge in their treatment of Pacific walrus. U.S. citizens began hunting walrus along the Bering Strait aggressively by the 1870s, only to have the state conclude early in the new century that however desirable the blubber stored in the great smelly bodies, the slowness of its creation necessitated conservation. The Soviets pulled walrus into their plans for the communist dream gradually in the 1920s, rapidly in the 1930s, and by 1960 had determined that not even socialism could make the herds infinitely productive. In the United States, with its devotion to productive liberty, not all were free to kill walrus; in the Soviet Union, where equality was ideologically paramount, not all had equal access to the hunt. Across the Bering Strait, capitalism and communism neither fully instituted their visions of endless growth nor simply failed. Around walrus bodies, they evolved. In 1972, this joint evolution became joint law in the Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Environmental Protection, a framework for managing shared U.S.-USSR Arctic regions and wildlife. The agreement made bilateral a set of policies already extant on both sides of the Strait, restricting the walrus harvest to Indigenous subsistence, with limited sale of worked ivory.

The reasons for the confluence in policy were multiple, involving everything from Indigenous norms to networks of marine biologists. But it was also critically linked to the particular ecology of Beringia through the state’s quest for energy. Ecological relationships are based on moving energy through space and across time, from the phytoplankton that fixes carbon, to the clam that filters plankton into its fatty stomach, to the walrus that eats the clam, to the people who consume the walrus. To use energy on the earth is to be alive. To use energy is also to enter into a state of dependence on other things: on plankton, sea ice, blubber; or on pasture, sunlight, steak. So while the United States and the Soviet Union began their projects of creating states and citizens in Beringia with different visions, their convergence was born out of a recognized mutual reliance on a shared ecology. No environmental management state could make walrus breed quickly enough to satisfy the Soviet plan or the American market at their most demanding.

As a result, rather than providing freedom from nature—a teleological escape through calorically intensive production and profit—the United States and the Soviet Union managed their respective visions of freedom in this particular case with nature. This adjustment was in small part the result of walrus exercising the kind of intentional agency that is often highlighted in animal histories, with the herds actively striving to save themselves from industrial hunting by fleeing or attacking. But more came from


FIGURE 6: After a walrus hunt, location unknown, 1962. Bob and Marie Logan slides, Archives and Special Collections, Consortium Library, University of Alaska Anchorage.
a kind of ecological agency, from Beringia’s way of fixing and allotting energy among organisms, which curtailed the herds’ ability to abandon the edges of ice and land where they fed, and circumscribed states’ ability to feed on walrus. The trophic opportunities and limits of energy moving through Beringian space eventually shaped each state’s environmental management.

In temperate places rich in fossil fuels or those not so distant from agriculture and industrial production, such metabolic dynamics are less obvious—or at least, their limiting implications are. To the south of Beringia, it has proved easier, thus far, to maintain the everyday lived illusion that human economies grow from the raw stuff of nature but separate from it, to let ecology recede behind new oil wells or hybrid seed crops. But Arctic extremity shows that modern energy-intensive states exist in a paradox: their modernity depends on managing environments for expanding human need, but the very act of extracting energy—the act of being an environmental management state—brings their ideals under the sway of the non-human.

For historians, this says something about states and nature both: namely, the two cannot be fully understood separately. Instead, states are ecological processes as much as ideological ones, shaped by an energy context that includes but is hardly confined to the use of particular fuels. This also offers a new angle on Soviet and American parallels. Historians and political theorists have long identified similarities in the Soviet and American projects—what Kenneth Pomeranz terms a “developmentalist” outlook. But in the Bering Strait, the convergence between capitalist and communist relationships with walrus emerged over time as the states adapted to their Beringian environments. Their similarity did not originate in a common Enlightenment faith in material progress, or not in that alone. Nor was it simply due to geography, in the sense that cold
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vastness conditions an authoritarian bent in Russian leaders, as Richard Pipes once 
argued, or enables American progress, in Fredrick Jackson Turner’s frontier thesis.\footnote{Richard Pipes, *The Russian Revolution* (New York, 1990); Pipes, *Russia under the Old Regime* (New York, 1974); Frederick Jackson Turner, *The Significance of the Frontier in American History* (Madison, Wis., 1894). I wish to thank one of my anonymous readers for pointing out this pairing. Douglas Weiner updates Pipes’s sense of geological density and inverts Turner by arguing that Russian governance has been driven by the ability to always expand eastward, leaving a trail of destruction in its wake; see Weiner, “The Predatory Tribute-Taking State: A Framework for Understanding Russian Environmental History,” in Burke and Pomeranz, *The Environment and World History*, 276–316.} Geography as destiny, as in Pipes’s argument, suggests that there will only ever be one 
way to live. Ecology as co-creator suggests instead that there are many ways—that, in 
fact, even universal aspirations splinter and re-form under the influence of the more-
than-human world. The result is a diversity of capitalisms or communisms.

Capitalism and communism, diverse as they might have been in Beringia, still sent 
ripples outward into the lives of other beings, including walrus. After 1972, the Pacific 
herds took the space given by governmental concessions and filled it with new bodies. 
Over the next decade, new births returned the walrus population to the numbers that 
likely existed before the onset of commercial harvesting. Yet humans have not ceased 
to inveigh on the ice floe. Winters in the Bering Strait are now several degrees Celsius 
warmer than when whalers first killed walrus. Summers are longer. In 2018, open water 
appeared along the Bering Strait in February, three months early. It is another conse-
quence of the global appetite for energy that revolutionized human and walrus life over 
the prior century, an appetite that has trailed tons of fossil fuel carbon into the atmo-
sphere in service of a vision of human liberation from natural constraints. Yet here, 
where the retreating sea ice threatens the walrus, that vision again seems dubious. The 
question of the next decade is whether the remaining industrial ideology—capitalism—
will recognize ecological particularity in time to make a new environmental policy, one 
able to salvage the basis of life melting from beneath the herds.
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